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Abstract—The primary goal of this paper is to design a software replacement for a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) based
on the TCG MPWG Reference Architecture in order to access
a mobile cellular network and its offered services. Therefor,
we introduce a virtual software SIM (vSIM) with comparable
usage and security characteristics like the traditional smartcardbased solution. Additionally, running a virtual SIM as a trusted
and protected software on a mobile device allow significant
expansion of services by introducing new usage scenarios and
business models, cost reduction and more flexibility. Our approach demonstrates the substitutability of a SIM card with an
adequate trusted software module supported and protected by a
trustworthy operating system. In particular we propose several
methods for authentication and enrollment of a subscriber.

II. A RCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW OF A V SIM P LATFORM
The TCG MPWG has developed an architecture on a
high level of abstraction for trusted mobile platforms. In this
section, we familiarize the reader with significant components
and services of a vSIM platform. For a better understanding,
we recommend to [10] and [7]. In particular, the paper [7] of
the authors introduce to essential parts of the TCG MPWG
Reference Architecture and give an overview of significant
platform components in terms of our objective. Figure 1
schematically shows the layout of such a trusted platform.
It holds an (abstract) virtual software SIM service which
substitutes the traditional smartcard and its functionality.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In its forthcoming TCG Mobile Reference Architecture, the
Mobile Phone Work Group of the Trusted Computing Group
(TCG MPWG) specifies a new concept to enable trust into future mobile devices. It offers new potentials for implementing
trust in mobile computing platforms by introducing multiple
trusted engines on behalf of different stakeholders supported
by a hardware-based trust anchor [10], [11].
In the context of this paper, we consider this specification
from a slightly different point of view as it is envisaged
by the TCG. Even though, SIM-based authentication is the
established and proposed means for user authentication and
securely accessing mobile cellular networks, an alternative is
coming up with the advent of the TCG technology in mobile
devices. Due to the capabilities of a mobile trusted platform to
support multiple trusted engines with protected storage, strong
isolation and secure communication within a defined security
perimeter, the trusted platform is able to take over the SIM
functionality.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give
an overview of the vSIM architecture. The following Section
III is the core of this paper. Here we present conceptual
models for subscriber enrollment and authentication in mobile
cellular networks using trusted computing. In Section IV we
introduce to a prototypical implementation of the specified
vSIM services. In Section V we summarize and conclude on
our work and point out further research.
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TCG MPWG Architecture (reduced)

In general, a mobile trusted platform supports a set of
trusted engines. Each engine represents a protected domain
associated with a specific stakeholder. In our purpose, we
consider three different stakeholders: the Device Manufacturer
(DM), the Mobile Network Operator (MNO), and the Device
Owner (DO).
For each environment, we define a trusted subsystem T SS σ
as a logical unit of a trusted engine together with its interrelated hardware compartment of a stakeholder σ. It is used for
security-critical functionality and consists of a Mobile Trusted
Module (M T Mσ ) with its associated trusted engine T Eσ . All
sensitive data required by the trusted subsystems is protected
by their dedicated M T Mσ , either directly or indirectly.

Device Manufacturer Subsystem: The T SS DM is responsible for the integrity and configuration of a device. It
typically controls all internal and external communications and
provides all security-critical hardware resources of a device.
For this reason, all protocol messages of an embedded T SSσ
are routed through resources of T SS DM to its destination.
Mobile Network Operator Subsystem: All cellular services of a platform are assigned to T SS M N O . It is responsible for administration and protection of the vSIM Credential (CredvSIM ) and implements the network authentication mechanisms. Therefor, it provides a vSIM Core Service
(vSIMCORE ) to the device owner, which implements the
fundamental SIM functionality.
Device Owner Subsystem: In context of the vSIM service,
the T SS DO protect all personal information and corresponding user credentials (CredU ). Moreover, it holds a vSIM User
Management Service (vSIMM GM T ) and is responsible for
administration and authentication of local users. In particular,
vSIMM GM T offers an internal authentication oracle to the
vSIMCORE service, to provide evidence of a local user’s
identity.
III. S UBSCRIBER AUTHENTICATION WITH V SIM S BASED
ON T RUSTED C OMPUTING
In this section, we will give an informal description of
the scenario and identify the essential components of an
idealized protocol. Based on this scenario, we design two
intergraded conceptual models for subscriber authentication
in mobile cellular networks using trusted computing. With
these models we show how a traditional SIM-Card could be
replaced by a software emulation, which runs within isolated
environments, protected and supported by trusted engines.
We call this software emulation a "vSIM — trusted virtual
Subscriber Identity Module". Furthermore, we discuss how
user enrollment and key delivery mechanisms are carried out
efficiently.
A. Notation
To be prepared for the protocol descriptions we introduce
the reader to some basic notations, which are used within
the following protocol specification. The term SIGN (x, K)
denotes a digital signature message of data x computed with
a private signature key K. A blob message is denoted by
BIN D(X, IMT P , AIKi ) and is an encrypted message X
bound to IMT P and AIK(X . H(M ) denotes a result of
a one-way hash function on data M . Arbitrary data x is
cryptographically bound to a certain platform configuration
IMT P by the function SEAL(X, IMT P , AIKi ). XkY is a
concatenation of data X and Y .
B. Scenario
The use-case under consideration is illustrated in Figure 2
and involves four significant entities: the local user (U ), the
trusted mobile platform (T P ), the Mobile Network Operator
(M N O), and the Point-of-Sale/Point-of-Presence (P OS). In
this scenario, U wants to establish a long-time relationship
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Generic Trusted Mobile Scenario

with the MNO (Step 1), in order to use the mobile network
infrastructure and its offered services (e.g. GSM, UMTS or
Location Based Services). Instead of purchasing a physical
SIM card, the MNO supplies the vSIMCORE service inside
T SS M N O with a virtual software SIM credential (Step 3).
Every time a user wants to access the mobile network, he/she
authenticates to the vSIM service (Step 4), which uses the
vSIM credential to perform network authentication (Step 5,6).
C. Security Requirements
It is important, that our proposed vSIM services are at least
as secure as traditional SIM-Cards. Therefore, the platform
must satisfy some generic SIM security characteristics, namely
Protected Storage, a tamper-resistant Isolated Execution Environment, User Authentication and Secure Channel. In particular, a vSIM platform has to guarantee that only authorized
subjects can read or alter protected vSIM data, while
1)
2)
3)
4)

in transit to a vSIM services, or other trusted services
in storage on the mobile trusted platform
it is executed within the trusted environment
it is transferred between trusted services of authorized
subjects

This includes, that an adversary is not able to destroy or
modify security-sensitive data or circumvent the access control mechanisms. It also must prevent leakage of sensitive
information and has to guarantee that all required services are
availability and work as expected.
D. Platform and Protocol Precondition
In a preliminary state of all protocols, the platform has
carried out a (remote-)takeownership procedure for all subsystems, and has installed an EK (or alternatively pre-generated
AIK’s) and a SRK within its isolated key-hierarchy. Furthermore, the platform has performed an authenticated boot
process and has loaded the specific trusted software layer
of the OS and its trusted compartments. This includes the
trusted engines with its embedded services vSIMCORE and
vSIMM GM T . The trusted platform has checked that the
installed hardware and running software are in a trustworthy
state and configuration and it is able to report and attest this
state, if challenged by an authorized entity.

E. Subscriber Enrollment and vSIM Credential Roll-Off
A user of a mobile trusted platform wants to acquire an
vSIM credential to use with the vSIMCORE service. The
credentials are pre-generated by the MNO, derived from an
initial secret, or generated by the MNO during the acquisition.
This protocol is used to
•
•
•

request and install a vSIM credential,
authenticate the involved entities, and
download the requested vSIM credential.

Because the vSIM services are completely implemented as
a trusted software application, it implies that the respective
vSIM credentials has to be transferred from the MNO to the
vSIM service in a secure manner. In traditional SIM-based
systems, the subscriber gets a security token after his/her
enrollment. Contrary to a vSIM, this security token physically
exists and can be pre-delivered with an included key, to the
respective Point-of-Sale.
1) Protocol Scheme and informal Description: The Pointof-Sale orders a set of (pre-generated) registration tickets
from the MNO. A registration ticket consists of a IM SIi ,
N ON CEM N O , N ON CEU , and AU T Hi . The IM SIi identifies an International Mobile Subscriber Identity. In other
scenarios, it may be a unique credential ID that is assigned
by the network operator. The terms N ON CEM N O and
N ON CEU denote random values, which are needed to challenge T SS M N O and T SS DO in the course of the protocol.
Finally, with the AU T Hi the trusted platform is able to check
the integrity and authenticity of T icketi .
Phase 1 : “Subscriber Registration and Enrollment”:
The user enrollment and vSIM credential roll-out are separated
into two phases. The following protocol sequence describes
the first phase. Here, we discuss the user enrollment and
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Model "Subscriber Registration and Enrollment"

registration for services, offered by the MNO. The Device
Owner/User starts to request a new user credential for a local
user, which is generated by T SS U . For this, the local user
enters a unique personal identifier IDU and an authorization

password P W DU to the trusted service vSIMM GM T . Afterward, vSIMM GM T generates a asymmetric signature keypair KU and creates a certificate, which includes all relevant
information, like the RegDataU and the public portion of
KU . The vSIMM GM T pass this certificate CertU to the
vSIMCORE service.
Within this step, vSIMM GM T requests a enrollment procedure and reports its current state and configuration to the local
verifier of vSIMCORE . The T SS M N O validates the given
data (against Reference Integrity Metrics (RIM)) and checks,
whether the present engine’s state is in a acceptable condition.
Once the vSIMCORE is convinced about trustworthiness of
the device, generates a unique handle P ID of this process and
sends this value to the user (resp. vSIMM GM T ).
Now, the user starts to communicate its registration data
RegDataU (e.g. name, address, accounting information, passport ID) and the P ID to the Point-of-Sale. vSIMCORE
requests an enrollment procedure for U . Therefor, it signs the
P ID, its own certificate and the obtained user certificate and
sends this package to the P OS.
After having received the request, P OS chooses a T icketi ,
bind it to the key KTpub
SSM N O and sends it to T SS M N O . In this
case the P OS could be an arbitrary point-of-sale or internet
portal, which is accredited by the MNO.
Once the P OS is convinced about trustworthiness of both,
user and device, it attaches CertU and the IM SIi (of the
chosen ticket) to the given RegDataU , signs all gathered
information with its private portion of its signature key KP OS
and sends the signed data (online or offline) to the MNO.
Optionally, the P OS encrypt the data with the public portion
of KM N O .
The MNO verifies the data and generates the CredvSIM
with the IM SIi , the shared key Ki and the certificate CertU
and signs this bundle with the private signature key KM N O .
Finally, the MNO activates the signed CredvSIM and the corresponding nonces in its authentication center. Now, the mobile
device is able to access the registration service provided by
MNO over some kind of channel. For instance, this service is
implementable as a network teleservice or internet download
service.
Phase 2: “Secure vSIM Roll-Out and Installation”:
In order to obtain a CredvSIM , the user performs a login sequence and sends a unique id IDU with a proper
password P W DU to the vSIMM GM T service, which loads
the associated user key-pair KU from protected storage.
In a next step, the vSIMM GM T initializes a vSIM Roll-Out
Procedure and sends a request the the vSIMCORE service.
After having received this message, it unbinds the corresponding T icketi and verifies the authenticity and integrity of the
T icketi . Next, vSIMCORE extracts the N ON CEU from
the T icketi and challenge U with this value. vSIMM GM T
signs the N ON CEU together with its IDU in order to prove
its identity to the MNO. This bundle is sent back to the
vSIMCORE .
After the vSIMCORE has received the message, it composes a vSIM credential request and submits it to the as-
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Model "vSIM Credential Roll-Out"

signed MNO registration service via some channel, mentioned
above. Therefor, vSIMCORE extracts N ON CEM N O from
the T icketi and signs it together with the IM SIi . Afterward,
the vSIMCORE sends the its own signature and the obtained
user signature to MNO.
Having received vSIMCORE ’s request, MNO verifies the
messages and obtain CertU and CertT SSM N O (either from the
request or from local storage). If revoked, it replies with an
error message and halts the protocol. Otherwise the request
is approved by the MNO. Next, MNO prepares CredvSIM
for transfer to vSIMCORE , and generates a randomly chosen
session key KS . Afterward, the key KS is bound with the
corresponding key of T SS M N O and optionally to acceptable
integrity metrics. The MNO encrypts CredvSIM with this
session key and sends both to the T SS M N O .
Finally, T SS M N O unbinds KS . With this key it decrypts
the vSIM credential and checks the enclosed signature. If the
decryption is correctly processed and the signature is verified,
vSIMCORE seals the obtained CredvSIM to valid platform
configurations and finishes its installation.
Alternatively, the MNO could generate the shared key KS in
a preliminary stage, and include an encrypted vSIM credential
CredvSIM,i to the T icketi . In this case, the MNO only sends
the bound key KS to the vSIMCORE on the client platform.
Another variation, is to bind the vSIM credential CredvSIM
directly, instead of using a symmetric session key KS .
F. Model "One" - Subscriber Authentication with compatibility to GSM - Authentication
Our proposal for model "One" is straightforward to actual
GSM standard. It is implementable in conventional GSM
clients without any technological changes at the GSM infrastructure and at the GSM authentication protocol. Here, the
main task of the vSIM service is to take over the functional
range of the SIM card, with no additional duties and responsibilities regarding to the GSM 11.11 SIM specification [5].
The cryptographic algorithms A3 and A5, responsible for user
authentication and key generation are implemented within the
vSIMCORE service.

Model "One"

1) Protocol Scheme and informal Description: In phase
1, we construct the protocol for initialization of the services
vSIMCORE and vSIMM GM T . Next, in phase 2, we consider
subscriber authentication in GSM networks using the vSIM
credential CredvSIM .
a) Phase 1: “Initialization of vSIM Credentials”: First,
the user initializes the vSIM services equal to the precedent
protocol. Afterward, the vSIMM GM T service connects to
the trusted interface layer of vSIMCORE and sends a vSIM
credential initialization request to this service.
After having received this request message, vSIMCORE
generates a number RAN DAU T H , randomly chosen from
a suitable range and sends this value as an authentication
challenge to vSIMM GM T , which holds the actual signature
keys of U . Now, the vSIMM GM T takes the corresponding
private portion of the user signature key, signs the challenge
RAN DAU T H and sends this value back to the vSIMCORE
service.
Once, the vSIMCORE has received the signed message, it
verifies its status. Finally, the vSIMCORE unseals CredvSIM
and initializes the SIM functionality using the IM SIi and Ki .
b) Phase 2: “Subscriber Authentication”: The GSM
standard defines its own authentication protocol based on
SIM credentials. Since the SIMCORE indirectly talks to
the MNO, T SS DM must provide a means to relay these
messages between the vSIMCORE service and the MNO,
this communication should be transparent to this protocol.
All relevant communication mechanisms, like cryptographic
algorithms A3 and A5, responsible for user authentication
and key generation are implemented within the vSIMCORE
module.1
First, the trusted platform initializes the authentication process and sends the GSM AuthAlgorithm command to the
vSIMCORE service of T EM N O .
In the next step, the mobile device requests for authentication at the GSM network. Therefor, T SS DM relays IM SIi
(or T M SIi ) from vSIMCORE to MNO. The MNO generates internally a set of triplets containing: a authentication
challenge RAN DGSM , a corresponding session key KGSM
and a SRESGSM . The KGSM and the SRESGSM are cal1 We note that the specified GSM algorithms in phase 2 is substitutable by
any other authentication algorithm, which requires provisioning of symmetric
keys (e.g. one-time-password hashes or symmetric cryptographic keys) and
associated attributes in form of a subscriber credential.

culated with the GSM A3 and A8 algorithms, that implement
a one-way function: KGSM = A8(Ki , RAN DGSM ) and
SRESGSM = A3(Ki , RAN DGSM ). The MNO sends a
authentication challenge RAN DAU T H back to T EM N O .
This RAN DGSM is passed to the trusted vSIMCORE
service. Next, it also uses the A3 algorithm together with
the key Ki . The output of the algorithm is the challenge
∗
response message SRESGSM
. The vSIMCORE sends this
∗
SRESGSM message to the MNO.
Finally, the MNO compares the SRESGSM with
∗
SRESGSM
. If they are equal, the subscriber is authenticated
and vSIMCORE also derives the shared session key KGSM
G. Model "Two" - Subscriber Authentication with Remote
Attestation for Basic Network Access
In this section, we present a more comprehensive model
compared with the precedent one. Additionally to model
“One”, we integrate remote attestation for basic network
access. A variant of this method has been described in [8].
Beside the main task of SIM substitution, it provides (1)
1) device-authenticated access to a generic domain,
2) user-authenticated access to the subscriber subdomain,
3) mutual authentication between the MNO and a trusted
mobile device.
4) finer-grained functional restriction (e.g. SIM-lock), and
5) dynamic down-/upgrade of services
All devices inside a generic domain are able to use the generic
services of the mobile communication network. A trusted
platform which is located in the MNO domain has access
to both specific subscriber-authenticated services and generic
services. Such generic service, for instance are location-based
information or WLAN-based internet services.
In case of a mobile phone is located inside the generic
domain, it uses a generic credential CredBASE based on
remote attestation mechanisms, to gain basic network access.
The assignment to the subscriber domain of MNO is then done
by performing a user-specific authentication process using
vSIM credentials.
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Model "Two"

In model “Two”, we offer two different ways for subscriber
authentication. In phase 3, a similar approach to model “One”
is described. Alternatively, phase 3” introduces another approach, which is build upon an established trust relationship
of the generic domain.

1) Protocol Scheme and informal Description: This protocol description is separated into three phases.
a) Phase 1: “Remote Attestation”: At the beginning, the
trusted platform initialize the remote attestation and device
authentication process. TP requests the trusted engine T EDM
for a platform attestation and device authentication, addressed
to the MNO. Then, the trusted engine T EDM performs this
request and connects to the corresponding network access
point N APM N O . Therefor, the T SS DM generates a random
value RAN DBASE and signs its current integrity metric
IMT P . Next, the base authentication service of T SSDM
sends RAN DBASE , the signature (with the corresponding
attestation information) and its certificate CertT SSDM to the
network access point.
Having received this request, N APM N O checks the state
of the client machine. If the signed integrity metric of the
client platform fails verification, it aborts the protocol and
replies with an error message. Otherwise, the platform passed
authentication and is considered as trustworthy. Afterward, the
N APM N O requests an accredited entity to generates a session
key KBASE and a network ticket. Such an accredited entity
may be an authentication center AU CM N O , which belongs to
the mobile network provider MNO. Substantially, the ticket
contains the following information: IDT P , IDN AP , KBASE ,
REALMBASE , LIF ET IM EBASE .
Next, AU CM N O encrypts T icketBASE with the public (or
shared) encryption key KN AP and send both, T icketBASE
and KBASE to the N APM N O , which relays it to the client
platform. Therefor, the message is bound to the trusted subsystem T SS DM with the corresponding public key KT SSDM
and a valid integrity metric. Once, T SS DM has received
the signed message, it verifies the status of the signed
RAN DBASE . If revoked, the subsystem replies with an error
message and halts the protocol. Otherwise the AU CM N O is
authenticated by the challenge response.
The T SS DM decrypts the session key KBASE and sends
the encrypted ticket together with an authenticator AT P to
the N APM N O . The authenticator AT P is composed of its
platform identity IDT P , the current network address ADDR,
and a timestamp T IM E.
After, N APM N O has received the encrypted ticket, it verifies the embedded information. If the status is valid, the trusted
platform is authenticated and access to the generic services is
granted.
b) Phase 2:“Initialization of vSIM Credentials”: The
initialization of a vSIM credential is identical to model “One”.
For a detailed description of the protocol sequence, we refer
to Section III-F1a.
c) Phase 3: “Subscriber Authentication” (Variant 1):
Similar to Section III-F1a, this variant performs subscriber
access with compatibility to regular GSM authentication. In
an additional step, KBASE is substituted by the session key
KGSM on both sides, the N APM N O and TP.
However, this approach is optimizable, by embedding
the RAN DGSM already in a preceding step. In this case,
vSIMCORE extracts the RAN DGSM from this message, cal-

culates the challenge response SRES := A3(RAN DGSM )
and sends both to the MNO. The MNO generates internally
the expected SRESGSM and the corresponding session key
KGSM .
At this point a mutual authentication between the
AU CM N O and U has been performed. The AU CM N O is
authenticated by the signed challenge, obtained in protocol
step from phase 1. On the other hand, the user has prooven
its identity by SRESGSM . The authentication between N AP
and U is implicitly proven by a valid communication key
KGSM .
If an explicit authentication of these entities is required,
some additional steps have to be carried out. The N AP
authenticates itself to the platform by the following steps.
Therefor, it extracts the timestamp T IM E from the authenticator AU and increments the value and encrypts it with
the shared communication key KGSM (or a derivation of it).
Finally, it sends the message back to the trusted platform.
d) Phase 3”: “Subscriber Authentication” (Variant 2):
Alternatively to phase 3, the following protocol sequence
describes the authentication process in variation to standard
GSM authentication.
Here, we envisage a slightly modified authentication
method, which offers significant security enhancements across
the entire PLMN (Public Land Mobile Network). In particular
protocol flaws in SS7 (Signaling System 7) could be bypassed.
It takes advantage of the former negotiated information from
the device authentication in phase 1. In conventional GSM
Infrastructures an authentication triplet is sent unprotected
over the SS7 network. This triplet contains of a challenge
RAN D, the correct response SRES, and the communication
key KGSM .
While initial access to the mobile cellular network with
the communication key KBASE is still established, a renewal
of this key is discretionary. In particular, embedding a communication key KGSM within this token is not necessary.
However, a specific realm and accordingly other specific
service information has to be sent to the network access point
N APM N O . We note that this approach avoids transmission
of unprotected communication keys KGSM across the PLMN
infrastructure.
IV. P ROTOTYPICAL I MPLEMENTATION ON
EMSCB/T URAYA
The prototypical implementation of the trusted engines, and
the specified vSIM services are realizable as an extension
to the existing Turaya Computing Platform. Turaya is an
implementation of the EMSCB security architecture [3] and is
built upon a small manageable, stable and evaluable security
kernel for TC-enabled hardware platforms such as standard
desktop PCs, servers, embedded systems and mobile devices.
Figure 7 illustrates our model. A hypervisor/microkernel
executes a legacy operating system in coexistence with a
running instance of the EMSCB-based security architecture.
The latter controls a virtual machine with several trusted
engines and services compliant to the TCG requirements
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vSIM Architecture on EMSCB/Turaya

[10], [11]. Each engine holds a set of trusted services on
behalf of a specific stakeholder, which are executed within
isolated execution environments [9], [1], [6] on top of the
security kernel or nested inside T EDM . In particular, T EU
is responsible for vSIM management and user authentication
and T EM N O holds the trusted vSIM core services (e.g. the
GSM security algorithms A3/A8 [4]). The vSIM Manager
component within the T SSDM represents an interface to the
vSIMCORE and vSIMM GM T services and is responsible
for the communication with the underlying architecture and
external entities. This component holds, for instance, the set
of accepted grammar and commands of the vSIM service.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F URTHER W ORK
In this contribution we have introduced to vSIM credentials
as a means for subscriber authentication based on the TCG
MPWG technology. It offers a real alternative to SIM-based
solutions, if an equal degree of security and usage characteristics are reached. On a trustworthy operating platform, like
the EMSCB platform, an adequate level may be achieved.
In our proposed solution, the requirements from Section
III-C are fulfilled by fundamental security mechanisms of the
TCG MPWG Reference Architecture. In particular, the need for
confidentiality and integrity protection during execution and
storage of a vSIM Credential is reached by our model. Only
entities authorized by the associated stakeholder are able to
access the specific vSIM services. Nevertheless, we note that
our model is constraint by the provided security-level of the
hardware trust-anchor.
We plan to integrate the implementation of the vSIM
model into the generic domain. Using a vSIM as a trusted
and protected software allows expansion to a much wider
field of authentication and identification management systems

on standard PC platforms [2]. The realization of (mobile)
trust credentials in user-centric scenarios by vSIM credentials
may be one thinkable approach. Therefore, we have already
developed a generalization of the proposed subscriber authentication mechanisms. A prototypical implementation on
EMSCB/Turaya is under development. However, there are
some privacy and security challenges associated with this
implementation on a desktop computer using an unmodified
TPM, which needs a further research.
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